Corporate and Industry Affiliates – Why Join CAEAR Coalition?

The Ryan White program is the funder-of-last-resort for communities and states struggling to provide medical care and crucial drugs to the lowest income and most marginalized communities battling HIV/AIDS. Many corporate medical providers and pharmaceutical companies share CAEAR Coalition’s vision of a robust and effective safety net that saves lives. CAEAR Coalition is proud to work in partnership with industry and corporations that value community collaboration and grassroots advocacy at the federal level. Affiliate members help fund CAEAR Coalition’s advocacy work and share a place at the table as we work together to formulate strategies and policies that sustain the vital safety-net services that the Ryan White program offers.

Complete the Join and Payment Form to become a member of the CAEAR Coalition, the united voice for the Ryan HIV/AIDS White Program. Questions? E-mail info@caear.org or call 202-789-3565.